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Summary. We consider asymmetric simple exclusion processes on the lattice
Zd in dimension d � 3. We denote by L the generator of the process, r the
lattice gradient, g the con®guration, and w the current of the dynamics as-
sociated to the conserved quantity. We prove that the ¯uctuation±dissipation
equation w � Lu� Drg has a solution for some function u and some con-
stant D identi®ed to be the di�usion coe�cient. Intuitively, Lu represents
rapid ¯uctuation and this equation describes a decomposition of the current
into ¯uctuation and gradient of the density ®eld, representing the dissipation.
Using this result, we proved rigorously that the Green-Kubo formula con-
verges and it can be identi®ed as the di�usion coe�cient.

Mathematics Subject Classi®cation (1991): 60k35, 82A05

Introduction

The simple exclusion process is a system of random walks with hard core
exclusion in which no two particles are allowed to be at the same site si-
multaneously. If the drift of the random walk is zero, this process can be
considered as a model for thermal particles with hard core exclusion rule; if
the drift is nonzero, it describes particles with a velocity in addition to the
thermal noise and is referred to as the asymmetric simple exclusion process.
The model is exactly solvable if the hard core exclusion is removed. The hard
core condition persists even in the hydrodynamic limit. In the hyperbolic
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scaling the hydrodynamic equation for the asymmetric simple exclusion
process is given by a viscousless Burgers equation with entropy condition
([R], [AV], [Re], [L]):

@tu� c � ru�1ÿ u� � 0 �0:0�
for some constant c depending on the jump rate of the asymmetric simple
exclusion process; here r is the usual gradient. One can ask additional
questions regarding the long time behavior or corrections to the hydro-
dynamic equation. The point of view of corrections to the hydrodynamic
equation is emphasized by R. Dobrushin [D]; the long time behavior is
formulated as incompressible limit in [EM] for general Hamiltonian systems.
On a rigorous level, the incompressible limit is proved in [EMY1] to be

@tu� c � ru2 � r � D � ru �0:1�
for some di�usion coe�cient D. Partly based on this analysis, the correction
to (0.0) in the hyperbolic scaling is proved in [LOY1], [LOY2] to be

@tu� c � ru�1ÿ u� � er � D � ru �0:2�
with the same di�usion coe�cient; here e is the scaling parameter. One can
also construct lattice gas models based on asymmetric simple exclusion
process with collisions and derives the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tion in the scaling limit [EMY2].

The approach of these papers involves several ingredients: a multiscale
analysis, the nongradient system method originated from [V] and the relative
entropy method [Y]. Denote by L the generator of the dynamics, g the
con®guration, w the current associated to the density ®eld and r the lattice
gradient. One key step is to prove that there exists a function u (actually only
approximate solutions are needed) such that the following decomposition

w � Lu� Drg �0:3�
holds for some constant D, identi®ed to be the di�usion coe�cient. In-
tuitively, Lu represents rapid ¯uctuation and the equation (0.3) describes a
decomposition of the current into ¯uctuation and gradient of the density
®eld, representing the dissipation. For this reason we call this equation the
¯uctuation±dissipation equation.

We now remark brie¯y on the history of recent mathematical work on the
¯uctuation±dissipation equation (0.3). We call a process a gradient model if
the current is already a gradient; in this case the solution of the ¯uctuation±
dissipation equation can be achieved, in a sense, with u � 0 and the di�usion
coe�cient D can be identi®ed as a thermodynamical quantity. The ®rst
nontrivial solution of (0.3) was considered in [V] for Ginzburg-Landau
models and the basic nongradient system method was introduced. Later on
particle models are considered in [Q, KLO]. These models [V, Q, KLO] are
reversible, i.e., the generator L is symmetric. A nonreversible model is con-
sidered in [Xu, V2] where the asymmetric part of the generator, Lÿ L�, turns
out to be a bounded perturbation of the symmetric part; the resulting hy-
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drodynamical equation is a nonlinear di�usion equation with no drift. In all
these cases, the solution of (0.3) depends on the ability to perform integration
by parts which in some sense converts (0.3) to what amounts to a (over-
determined) system of ®rst order equations. This method is very general and
does not need estimation of the Green's function and it requires only a
bound on the spectral gap and a natural integration by parts property sa-
tis®ed by all these models. For asymmetric simple exclusion processes, the
asymmetric part is not a bounded perturbation of the symmetric part and
there is no natural integration by parts property. Partly due to the absence of
natural integration by parts property, the connection between the non-
gradient system method and the asymmetric simple exclusion has not been
realized until [EMY1], where integration by parts is replaced by a multiscale
analysis procedure which we call ``multiscale integration by parts lemma''.

With this lemma, it is proposed in [EMY1] to convert (0.3) to a problem
of proving surjectiveness of some projection in a Hilbert space. We have
found this formulation and the multiscale integration by parts lemma very
useful, but its proof of the surjectiveness contains an error, to be explained in
section 1 after introducing the necessary notations. In order to solve (0.3) one
thus has to estimate the Green function �kÿ L�ÿ1 in a precise sense. Because
the full generator L is an in®nite dimensional nonsymmetric operator with
interactions among particles, we are not aware of any instance where such a
question is addressed in an in®nite dimensional setting.

This paper is organized as follows. We shall ®rst recall the rigorous de-
®nitions of the asymmetric simple exclusion process. We then review the
concept of degree which is closely related to a duality. It is well-known that a
dual process exists for the symmetric simple exclusion process. The dual
process for the asymmetric one, however, does not exist in the conventional
sense. But the consideration of degree still provides very detailed information
on the generator which can not be obtained otherwise. We decompose the
generator according to degree. Our basic idea is to consider the part pre-
serving the degree as the main part (or the diagonal part) and the rest (o�
diagonal part) as a perturbation. For this purpose, we need an estimate of the
o� diagonal part in terms of the diagonal part. This will be done in section 4.
It should be emphasized that the o� diagonal part is not uniformly bounded
with respect to the diagonal part and one can not do perturbation theory in a
naive way. The perturbative method requires cuto� estimates to be explained
in section 4.

A more indirect approach will be presented in section 5 and it is based on
an estimate of the resolvent equation. This proof is somewhat shorter but the
®rst proof gives more information which, though irrelevant to the present
problem, might be useful elsewhere.

Using this result, we prove rigorously that the Green-Kubo formula
converges and it can be identi®ed as the di�usion coe�cient. We remark that,
though Green-Kubo has been well-known for many decades, it is di�cult to
establish its mathematical meaning for nonreversible systems because it in-
volves time integral from zero to in®nity and space summation of current-
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current correlation functions. In order to show that the Green-Kubo formula
is valid, one needs at least to prove that the current-current correlation
functions decay fast enough so that it is summable in space and integrable in
time. We shall prove that our estimate of the ¯uctuation±dissipation equa-
tion carrys enough information to prove this rigorously.

We are grateful to S. Sethuraman and S. R. S. Varadhan for many dis-
cussions. In particular, Lemma 2.5 is taken from the joint work [SVY]. We
thank them for the permission to use this result here before the publication of
the paper.

1. Notation and results

The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process is a Markov process on
f0; 1gZd

whose generator L acts on cylinder functions as

�Lf ��g� �
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

gx�1ÿ gx�ej
�� f �gx;x�ej� ÿ f �g�� : �1:1�

Here fek; 1 � k � dg stands for the canonical basis of Rd , g denotes a
con®guration of f0; 1gZd

so that gx is equal to 1 if site x is occupied and is
equal to 0 otherwise and gx;y stands for the con®guration obtained from g by
exchanging the occupation variables at x and y :

�gx;y�z �
gz if z 6� x; y,
gx if z � y and
gy if z � x .

8<:
For each q in [0,1], denote by mq the Bernoulli product measure on f0; 1gZ

d

with density q and by h�; �iq the inner product in L2�mq�. The probability
measures mq are invariant for the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process.
Denote by L� (resp. S and A) the adjoint (resp. symmetric and asymmetric)
part of L in L2�mq�. A simple computation shows that L�, S and A act on
cylinder functions as

�L�f ��g� �
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

gx�1ÿ gxÿej
��Txÿej;x f ��g� ;

�Sf ��g� � �1=2�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

�Tx;x�ej f ��g�

and �Af ��g� � �1=2�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

�gx ÿ gx�ej
��Tx;x�ej f ��g� ;

where for any bond fx; yg, Tx;y is the operator de®ned by �Tx;yf ��g� �
f �gx;y� ÿ f �g�.

For each positive integer n, denote by Pn � Pn�Zd� the space of all ®nite
subsets K � Zd of cardinality n and by jKj the cardinality of a ®nite subset K
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of Zd . For two sets K � fa1; . . . ; ang and X � fb1; . . . ; bng in Pn de®ne the
distance d�K;X� by

d�K;X� � min
r

Xn

i�1
jai ÿ br�i�j ;

where the minimum is carried over all permutations r of f1; . . . ; ng.
Fix once for all some density 0 < q < 1. Denote by C � C�q� the space of

mq-mean zero cylinder functions. For a ®nite subset K of Zd , denote by gK the
mean zero cylinder function de®ned by

gK �
Y
x2K
�gx ÿ q� :

and, for n � 1, denote byMn the space of cylinder functions of degree n, i.e.,
the space generated by all monomial s of degree n:

Mn �
n

h 2 C; h �
X
K2Pn

hKgK; hK 2 R
o
:

Notice that in this de®nition all but a ®nite number of coe�cients hK vanish
because h is assumed to be a cylinder function. Denote by Cn � [1�j�nMj the
space of cylinder functions of degree less than or equal to n. All mean zero
cylinder functions h can be decomposed as a ®nite linear combination of
cylinder functions of ®nite degree: C � [n�1Mn.

On C, de®ne the semi-inner product

hhg; hii � hg; hi0 �
X
x2Zd

hsxg; hiq �
X
x2Zd

hsxh; giq : �1:2�

All but a ®nite number of terms in this sum vanish because mq is a product
measure and g, h are mean zero. Denote by k � k0 the semi-norm generated by
this semi-inner product and notice that for any local function g in Cn,
kgÿ sxgk0 � 0. Let g and h be cylinder functions of degree less than or equal
to n: g �PK;jKj�n gKgK, h �PK;jKj�n hKgK. An elementary computation
shows that

hhg; hii0 �
X
m�n

Km�q�mÿ1
X

K

X
x2Zd

gx�K

 ! X
x2Zd

hx�K

 !
; �1:3�

where the second summation is carried over all subsets K in Pm that contains
the origin, Km�q� � �q�1ÿ q��m and x� K is the set de®ned by
x� K � fz; zÿ x 2 Kg. This identity leads us to introduce the following
equivalence relation in Pn.

Two sets K, X in Pn are said to be equivalent if there exists x in Zd such
that X � K� x. In this case we write K � X. Of course � is an equivalence
relation and we denote by ~Pn the set of equivalence classes of Pn. With this
terminology, the inner product hg; f i0 of two cylinder functions inMn writes
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hhg; f ii0 � Kn�q�
X
K2 ~Pn

X
X�K

gX

 ! X
X�K

fX

 !
: �1:4�

It follows from the explicit formula (1.3) that the spacesMn are orthogonal
and a cylinder function g �PK;jKj�n gKgK belongs to the kernel of the inner
product h�; i0 if and only if for all 1 � m � n and K in Pm,

P
x2Zd gx�K � 0.

Denote byNn (resp.N) the kernel of the inner product in Cn (resp. C),
by C0

n (resp. C
0) the quotient of Cn (resp. C) with respect to Nn (resp. N)

and by Rn (resp.H) the completion of C0
n (resp. C

0).H and Rn are Hilbert
spaces with the inner product (1.2). Notice that R1 is the one dimensional
space generated by gf0g � �g0 ÿ q�.

We now investigate the action of the operators S and A on the space C.
Fix a function g inMn: g �PK;jKj�n gKgK. A simple computation shows that

�Sg��g� � ÿ�1=2�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
X; jXj�nÿ1

X\fx;x�ejg�/

fgX[fx�ejg ÿ gX[fxgg�gX[fx�ejg ÿ gX[fxg� :

In particular, Sgf0g � 0 so that SR1 � f0g. In contrast, an elementary
computation gives that �gx ÿ gy�2 � �1ÿ 2q�f�gx ÿ q� � �gy ÿ q�g
ÿ2�gx ÿ q��gy ÿ q� ÿ 2q�1ÿ q�. This identity permits to decompose the
asymmetric part A of the generator in two pieces M and J so that M maps
Mn into itself and J � J� � Jÿ maps Mn into Mnÿ1 [Mn�1:

�Mg��g� � �1=2��1ÿ 2q�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
X; jXj�nÿ1

X\fx;x�ejg�/

fgX[fx�ejg ÿ gX[fxgg

� gX[fx�ejg � gX[fxg
h i

;

�J�g��g� � ÿ
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
X; jXj�nÿ1

X\fx;x�ejg�/

fgX[fx�ejg ÿ gX[fxgggX[fx;x�ejg ;

�Jÿg��g� � ÿq�1ÿ q�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
X; jXj�nÿ1

X\fx;x�ejg�/

fgX[fx�ejg ÿ gX[fxgggX :

Thus, while M maps Mn into Mn, J� (resp. Jÿ) maps Mn into Mn�1 (resp.
Mnÿ1). Let B � S �M so that L � B� J and B does not modify the degree of
the monomials, while J changes it by 1.

Consider two cylinder functions fi inMi, i � 1, 2. The explicit form of Jÿ,
J� and M shows that Jÿf1, J�f1, Mf1 vanish. Furthermore Jÿf2 is a gradient
and hence it also vanishes as an element of H. Therefore,

JÿR1 � J�R1 � MR1 � JÿR2 � f0g in H : �1:5�
We now introduce two new inner products in C. The explicit formula for Sf
permits to compute the inner product hhSf ; gii0 for two cylinder functions in
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Cn. Since SR1 � f0g, ®x n � 2 and two cylinder functions f , g in Mn:
g �PK;jKj�n gKgK, f �PK;jKj�n fKgK. We have that hh f ; �ÿS�gii0 is equal to

�1=4�Kn�q�
X

X02 ~Pn

X
X1; d�X1;X0��1

X
K�X1

fK ÿ
X
K�X0

fK

 ! X
K�X1

gK ÿ
X
K�X0

gK

 !

� �1=2�Kn�q�
Xd

j�1

X
K;jKj�nÿ1
K\f0;ejg�/

�
~fK[fejg ÿ ~fK[f0g

	�
~gK[fejg ÿ ~gK[f0g

	
:

�1:6�
In this formula, for K in Pn, ~fK stands for

~fK �
X
x2Zd

fx�K :

The operator S is thus symmetric and negative inH (in fact, it is proved in
[S] that it is self adjoint). De®ne the inner product hh�; �ii1 in [n�1Mn by

hh f ; gii1 � hh f ; �ÿS�gii0 :
The explicit formula for the quadratic form hh f ; f ii1 shows that its kernel is
equal to R1. Denote by H1 the completion of [n�2Mn with respect to the
inner product hh�; �ii1 and byHÿ1 the dual ofH1 with respect to hh�; �ii0:Hÿ1
is the Hilbert space generated by [n�2Mn and the inner product obtained by
polarization of the quadratic form hh f ; f iiÿ1 de®ned by

hh f ; f iiÿ1 � sup
h

2hhh; f ii0 ÿ hhh; hii1
� 	

� sup
h

2
X

x

sxf ; h

* +
q

ÿ
Xd

i�1
r0;ei

X
x

sxh

 !2* +
q

8<:
9=; ;

�1:7�

where the supremum is carried over all cylinder functions h in [n�2Mn. In
this formula, for a cylinder function h, r0;ei h stands for h�g0;ei� ÿ h�g�. No-
tice that (1.7) de®nes in principle only a semi-norm that may be in®nite. It is
proved in [EMY1] that (1.7) is ®nite for cylinder function in [n�2Mn and that
it de®nes an inner product. It is not hard to prove that it de®nes an inner
product by considering the limit

lim
k!0
hh f ; �kÿ S�ÿ1f ii0 � hh f ; �ÿS�ÿ1f ii0 :

Since the symmetric operator S preserves the degree of the monomials and
the linear spaces fMn; n � 2g are mutually orthogonal in H, they are also
orthogonal in H1 and in Hÿ1.

Our main result is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Fix k � 2 and h in Ck. Then,

inf
u2C
khÿ Lukÿ1 � 0 : �1:8�
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Recall the following notations and results from [EMY]: Denote by D� f �
the Dirichlet form associated to the symmetric part of the generator:

D� f � � h�ÿS�f ; f iq �
X
jxÿyj�1

h�ÿSx;y�f ; f iq ; �1:9�

where Sx;y is the piece of the generator S restricted to jumps over the bond
fx; yg: Sx;yf �g� � f �gx;y� ÿ f �g�. For a positive integer ` and for m in
f0; 1=�2`� 1�d ; . . . ; 1g, denote by K` the cube of linear size 2`� 1 centered at
the origin: K` � fÿ`; . . . ; `gd and by m`;m the canonical measure on f0; 1gK`

with density m:

m`;m�n� � mq n
���X

x2K`

g�x� � �2`� 1�dm

 !
for each con®guration n of f0; 1gK` .

De®nition 1.2. Let g be a cylinder function and denote by s�g� its support:

s�g� � min ` 2 N; supp g � fÿ`; . . . ; `gd
n o

:

For each and ` � s�g� and m in f0; 1=�2`� 1�d ; . . . ; 1g, de®ne the ``variance''
V`�g;m� of g with respect to m`;m by

V`�g;m� � �2`� 1�ÿd
X

jxj�`ÿs�g�
�sxgÿ ~g`�m��;

*

�ÿS`�ÿ1
X

jxj�`ÿs�g�
�sxgÿ ~g`�m��

+
m`;m

: �1:10�

In this formula S` is the restriction to K` of the symmetric part of the generator
L: S` �

P
x;y2K`

Sx;y and ~g`�m� is the expected value of g with respect to the
canonical measure m`;m.

If g belongs to [n�2Mn we de®ne also the ``variance'' of g by

Vm�g� � lim sup
`!1

Emm V`�g; g`�0��
� �

:

Theorem 1.3. ([EMY1]) For every g in [n�2Mn,

Vm�g� � hhg; giiÿ1 :
Furthermore, for any e > 0 there is a local function h such that

Vm�gÿ Sh� � e :

This theorem allows us to solve the ¯uctuation±dissipation equation for the
symmetric simple exclusion process. It is proved in [Q] when the function h is
a current of a process. The general case is formulated and proved in [EMY1]
using a multiscale integration by parts lemma.
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We can now prove the following structure theorem :

Theorem 1.4. Let H�0� � fP1�j�d aj�g�j� ÿ g�0��; aj 2 Rg. Then

LH�H�0� �H � L�H�H�0� :

Proof. Fix g in H. By Theorem 1.1, for every e > 0, there exists a cylinder
function h such that

kgÿ Lhkÿ1 � e :

From remark just before (1.5), the part of Lh with degree one is a gradient of
the form

P
1�j�d aj�g�ej� ÿ g�0��. Hence,

V gÿ Luÿ
X
1�j�d

aj�g�ej� ÿ g�0��
 !

�k gÿ Lh k2ÿ1� e2 ;

what proves the theorem. (

The last result is formulated in [EMY1] and a proof was given. It is
proposed in [EMY1] that the nongradient system method of [V] can be
understood in Hilbert space formulation once a multiscale integration by
parts lemma is used. This formulation is instructive and the multiscale in-
tegration by parts lemma is indeed useful, stated here in the form of Theorem
1.3, but the subsequent proof given there, essentially using a projection ar-
gument in a Hilbert space (proof of part (i) of Theorem 5.9 in [EMY1]),
holds only for ®nite dimensional space.

We shall prove Theorem 1.1 in two ways. The ®rst proof is divided in
three parts. We ®rst prove a truncated version of this result in Theorem 2.4
below. We then obtain uniform bounds of theH1 norm of the solution of the
truncated equation. These estimates permit us to remove the cuto� in the
third step.

The second proof is shorter. We ®rst prove an a a-priori uniform bound
of theHÿ1 norm of the solution of the equation. This is the same as the step
2 in the previous approach. Using this bound, we then prove an a priori
estimate on theH norm of the solution. These two a priori estimates permit
us to construct a solution.

2. First proof of Theorem 1.1

We begin this section with some comments on the degree preserving op-
erators S and M . Recall that for each n � 1, we denote by Rn the Hilbert
space generated by Mn and the inner product hh�; �ii0 introduced in (1.4).
Denote by Rn;1 (resp.Rn;ÿ1) the Hilbert space generated byMn and the inner
product hh�; �ii1 de®ned in (1.6) (resp. the quadratic form hh�; �iiÿ1 de®ned in
(1.7)). A simple computation shows that for f inMn, hhf ; f ii1 � 2dn hhf ; f ii0.
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In particular, Rn;ÿ1 � Rn � Rn;1 and hhf ; f ii0 � 2dn hhf ; f iiÿ1 for all f in
Rn;ÿ1.

The explicit formula for M permits to compute the inner product
hhMf ; gii0 for every f , g in Mn. It is given by

1ÿ 2q
2

Kn�q�
X

X02 ~Pn

X
X1

X
K�X1

fK ÿ
X
K�X0

fK

 ! X
K�X1

gK �
X
K�X0

gK

 !

� 1ÿ 2q
2

Kn�q�
Xd

j�1

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\f0;ejg�/

f ~fK[fejg ÿ ~fK[f0ggf~gK[fejg � ~gK[f0gg :
�2:1�

In the ®rst line, the second sum is carried over all set X1 at distance 1 from
X0. In particular, M is an antisymmetric operator :hhMf ; gii0 � ÿhhf ; Mgii0.

On Rn the operators S and M are bounded : there exists a constant C�d�
depending only on the dimension such that

hhSf ; Sf ii0 � C�d�n2hhf ; f ii0 and hhMf ;Mf ii0 � C�d�n2hhf ; f ii0
for all f in Rn. Moreover, S is bounded operator from Hÿ1 to H1:
hhSf ; Sf iiÿ1 � hhf ; f ii1 and, by Lemma (4.2), M is a bounded operator from
Rn to Rn;ÿ1: hhMf ;Mf iiÿ1 � C�d�nhhf ; f ii0 for some ®nite constant depending
only on the dimension. Hence, Sf and Mf belong to Rn;ÿ1 for any function f
in Rn.

Theorem (1.1) would not be di�cult to prove if the operator L was
symmetric. This is the content of the next result where we show that the
range of S is dense in Hÿ1.

Lemma 2.1. For each k � 2 and h in Mk,

inf
f2Mk

kSf ÿ hkÿ1 � 0 :

Proof. Fix k � 2 and h in Mk. A direct computation shows that S is a
bounded operator on Rk. In particular, for any k > 0, the operator �kÿ S�ÿ1
is well de®ned and has norm bounded by kÿ1 (cf. [Li]). Consider, therefore,
for k > 0, the solution fk of the equation

�kÿ S�fk � h : �2:2�
We have seen at the beginning of this section that Sfk belongs toHÿ1. Since
by Lemma 4.1 h also belongs to Hÿ1, so does fk. Moreover, by equation
(2.2), khk2ÿ1 is equal to

k2hhfk; fkiiÿ1 � 2khhfk; fkii0 � hhfk; fkii1
so that kkfkkÿ1 and kfkk1 are uniformly bounded in k. In particular, there
exists a subsequence kn for which knfkn (resp. fkn ) converges weakly in Hÿ1
(resp. inH1) to some limit denoted by Fÿ1 (resp. F1). We claim that Fÿ1 � 0.
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Indeed, let g be a function in Mk that belongs therefore to H1 \Hÿ1. By
de®nition,

hhFÿ1; gii0 � lim
n!1 knhhfkn ; gii0 � 0 ;

because fkn converges weakly to F1 in H1. It follows from this identity and
formula (1.7) for the Hÿ1 norm of F1 that Fÿ1 � 0 in Hÿ1.

It is now easy to deduce from this convergence the existence of a sequence
kn;j, 1 � j � n, such that �1=n�P1�j�n kn;jfkn;j converges strongly to 0 inHÿ1.
Since fkn;j is the solution of �kn;j ÿ S�fkn;j � h, we obtain that

S
1

n

X
1�j�n

fkn;j

 !
� h

converges strongly to 0 inHÿ1. SinceMk is dense in Rk;1 and S is a bounded
operator fromH1 toHÿ1, we may replace fkn;j by a cylinder function inMk.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. (

The same argument and some estimates on the asymmetric operator M
permit to show that the range of S �M is dense in Hÿ1.

Theorem 2.2. For every k � 2 and every h in Mk,

inf
f2Mk

k�S �M�f ÿ hkÿ1 � 0 :

The proof of this result requires some notation. Denote by Qn the con®g-
urations of NZd

with n particles. Notice that Pn can be considered as the
subset of Qn consisting of all con®gurations of Qn with at most one particle
per site. We shall now extend to Qn the structure de®ned in Pn.

Denote by f, n the con®gurations of Qn and by � the equivalence relation
de®ned by f � n if there exists x in Zd such that f�z� � n�z� x� for every z in
Zd . Let ~Qn the quotient of Qn with respect to this equivalence relation.

On Qn consider the operator S�i� (resp. M �i�) that corresponds to nearest
neighbor symmetric (resp. totally asymmetric) independent random walks:

�S�i�f ��f� � �1=2�
X
jyj�1

X
x2Zd

f�x�� f �rx;yf� ÿ f �f�� ;

�M �i�f ��f� �
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

f�x�� f �rx;x�ejf� ÿ f �f�� ;

where rx;yf is the con®guration obtained from f letting one particle jump
from x to y:

�rx;x�yf��z� �
f�x� ÿ 1 if z � x,
f�y� � 1 if z � y,
f�z� otherwise .

8<:
Notice that �S�i� is the discrete Laplacian on �Zd�n. Hereafter up to the end of
the proof of Lemma 2.2, i stands for independent.
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Denote by Ci the collection of functions f : Qn ! R of ®nite support, i.e.,
f belongs to Ci if there exists a positive integer ` such that f �f� � 0 if
f�x� > 0 for some x not in K`. On Ci consider the inner product hh�; �iii;0
de®ned by

hhg; hiii;0 �
X
f2~Qn

X
n�f

f �f�
 ! X

n�f

g�f�
 !

:

We may now de®ne the Hilbert space Hi;0 generated by Ci and this inner
product. An elementary computations shows that S�i� (resp. M �i�) is a sym-
metric (resp. antisymmetric) operator with respect to this inner product. We
may thus de®ne the Hilbert spaces Hi;1 and Hi;ÿ1 obtained from the op-
erator S�i�. The inner product are respectively denoted by hh�; �iii;1 and
hh�; �iii;ÿ1.

Every function f in L2�Pn� can be extended to Qn by setting f �f� � 0 for
every con®guration f not in Pn. Clearly, with this convention,
hhf ; f ii0 � hhf ; f iii;0 for every f in L2�Pn�. Moreover,

Lemma 2.3. There exists an universal constant C such that

hhg; gii1 � hhg; giii;1 � Cnhhg; gii1;
�Cn�ÿ1hhg; giiÿ1 � hhg; giii;ÿ1 � hhg; giiÿ1

for any cylinder function g in Mn.

Proof. We only have to prove the ®rst set of inequalities since the second is
deduced from the ®rst by duality. The ®rst inequality is trivial from the
de®nition of S�i�. To prove the second inequality, recall from section 4 the
de®nition of the set Rn;1 and notice that

hhg; gii1;i � hhg; gii1 � hh�1ÿ w1�g; �1ÿ w1�gii0 :
The second inequality is now easily obtained from Corollary 4.11. (

We now return to Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. For each positive k, consider the solution fk of

�kÿ S ÿM�fk � h : �2:3�
Taking the inner product with respect to fk on both sides of the equation, by
Schwarz inequality we get that

khhfk; fkii0 � hhfk; fkii1 � hhfk; hii0 � kfkk1khkÿ1
because M is asymmetric and h belongs toHÿ1 by Lemma 4.1. In particular,
kfkk1 is bounded above by khkÿ1.

With the notation introduced above we may rewrite equation (2.3) as

�kÿ S�i� ÿM �i��fk � h� Eifk : �2:4�
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where Ei � �S ÿ S�i�� � �M ÿM �i��. Since Mfk and Sfk belong to Hÿ1, by
Lemma 2.3, they also belong to Hi;ÿ1. On the other hand, by the same
reasons presented just after (2.1), M �i�fk and S�i�fk belong to Hi;ÿ1. There-
fore, all terms in (2.4) belong toHi;ÿ1. TheHi;ÿ1 norm of h� Eifk is equal to

k2hhfk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1fkiii;0 � 2khhfk; fkiii;0 ÿ 2khhfk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1M �i�fkiii;0
ÿ 2hhfk;M �i�fkiii;0 � hhfk; �ÿS�i��fkiii;0
� hhM �i�fk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1M �i�fkiii;0 :

It is easy to check that M �i� and S�i� commute and thus �S�i��ÿ1 and M �i� also
commute. In particular, the third term on the ®rst line vanishes because M �i�

is antisymmetric, for the same reasons, the ®rst term on the second line
vanishes. Since all other terms are positive,

k2hhfk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1fkiii;0 � hhh� Eifk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1h� Eifkiii;0 : �2:5�
The right hand side is bounded above by 2khk2i;ÿ1 � 2kEifkk2i;ÿ1. By Lemma
2.3, khk2i;ÿ1 is less than or equal to khk2ÿ1.

For a positive integer `, denote by Wn;` the subsets of Zd in Pn whose
elements are at least at distance `:

Wn;` � fA � fa1; . . . ; ang 2 Pn; jai ÿ ajj � ` for i 6� jg �2:6�
and by w` � wn;` the indicator function of this set. Since S, S�i� and M , M �i�

coincide on the sets K belonging to Wn;2, Eifk � �1ÿ w3�Eifk. Therefore, by
the variational formula for theHi;ÿ1 norm, Schwarz inequality and a version
of Corollary 4.11 for independent random walks, kEifkk2i;ÿ1 is bounded above
by CnkEifkk2i;1. A direct computation similar to the one performed to prove
Lemma 4.3 shows that this expression is less than or equal to Cn3kfkk2i;1,
which is bounded by Cn4kfkk21, in virtue of Lemma 2.3. In conclusion, it
follows from the estimate deduced in the beginning of this proof, Lemma 2.3
and (2.5) that

k2hhfk; fkiiÿ1 � Cnk2hhfk; �ÿS�i��ÿ1fkiii;0 � Cn5hhh; hiiÿ1
for some constant C depending on the dimension only. We may now
repeat the arguments presented at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.1 to
conclude. (

For n � 1, let pn:H! Rn denote the projection onto the space generated
by the monomials of degree n and let Pn �

Pn
1 pn. To restrict the operator J

to Rn, de®ne Jn as PnJPn. Notice that

hhg; Jgii0 � hhg; Jngii0 � 0

The leftmost expression vanishes because J � AÿM and both A and M are
asymmetric operators. On the other hand, by de®nition of Jn,
hhg; Jngii0 � hhPng; JPngii0 that vanishes because we just showed that J is an
asymmetric operator.
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In section 5, using perturbative arguments, we shall extend the previous
result to the operator Ln de®ned by

Ln � S �M � PnJPn :

Theorem 2.4. Fix k � 2 and h in Ck. For any n � k,

inf
u2Cn

khÿ Lnukÿ1 � 0 : �2:7�

We need the following estimates from [SVY] on theH1 norm of the solution
to the equation (2.7) :

Lemma 2.5 (A priori estimate). Fix k � 2, h in Ck and n � k. Consider u a
solution of equation (2.7) in the sense that u belongs to Cn and
khÿ Lnukÿ1 � eÿn. Then, for every m � 1

Xn

j�2
jmkpjuk21 � C�k;m�f1� khkÿ1g

for some ®nite constant C�k;m� depending only on k and m.

Proof. Fix m � 1, a cylinder function u in Cn such that khÿ Lnukÿ1 � eÿn

and denote pju by uj. To prove the lemma we shall estimateP
1�j�n�a� jm�hhuj; Luii0 for all a > 0. Fix 1 � j � n and adopt the conven-

tion that u0 � un�1 � 0. Since L � S � A, A is asymmetric and S preserves the
degree of a monomial while A changes it by at most 1,

hhuj; Luii0 �hhuj; Sujii0 � hhuj;Auj�1ii0 � hhuj;Aujÿ1ii0
�hhuj; Sujii0 � hhuj;Auj�1ii0 ÿ hhujÿ1;Aujii0 :

Therefore, by summation by parts and the convention that u0 � un�1 � 0,P
1�j�n�a� jm� hhuj; Luii0 is equal toXn

j�1
�a� jm�hhuj; Sujii0 �

Xn

j�1
�a� jm� hhuj;Auj�1ii0ÿ hhujÿ1;Aujii0

� 	
�
Xn

j�1
�a� jm�hhuj; Sujii0 �

Xn

j�1
jm ÿ � j� 1�m� �hhuj;Auj�1ii0 :

Since A � M � J and M preserves the degree, hhuj;Auj�1ii0 � hhuj; Juj�1ii0. By
Schwarz inequality, the absolute value of this expression is bounded above
by �1=2c�hhuj; ujii1 � �c=2�hhJuj�1; Juj�1iiÿ1 for every c > 0. By Corollary 4.5
below, hhJuj�1; Juj�1iiÿ1 is bounded above by Cjhhuj�1; uj�1ii1 for some uni-
versal constant C. Therefore, choosing c � jÿ1=2,

jhhuj;Auj�1ii0j � C
��
j

p hhuj; ujii1 � hhuj�1; uj�1ii1
� 	

so that
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Xn

j�1
jm ÿ � j� 1�m� �hhuj;Auj�1ii0

�����
����� � C�m�

Xn

j�1
jmÿ�1=2�hhuj; ujii1

for some constant C depending only on m.
On the other hand,

P
1�j�n�a� jm�hhuj; Luii0 is equal toXn

j�1
�a� jm� hhuj; Lnuÿ hii0 � hhuj; hii0

� 	
: �2:8�

By Schwarz inequality and the assumption on u, hhuj; Lnuÿ hii0 is bounded
above by �1=4�hhuj; ujii1 � eÿn. In contrast, since the spaces Mj are ortho-
gonal, by Schwarz inequality, hhuj; hii0 � hhuj; hjii0 is bounded above by
�1=4�hhuj; ujii1 � hhhj; hjiiÿ1. Since by assumption h belongs to Ck, the absolute
value of (2.8) is bounded above by

�1=2�
Xn

j�1
�a� jm�hhuj; ujii1 �

Xn

j�1
�a� jm�eÿn �

Xk

j�1
�a� jm�hhhj; hjiiÿ1

� �1=2�
Xn

j�1
�a� jm�hhuj; ujii1 � C�a;m; k�f1� hhh; hiiÿ1g

for some constant C�a;m; k� depending only on a, k and m.
Recollecting the two previous estimates and since by de®nition

hhu; uii1 � hhu; �ÿS�uii0, we have thatXn

j�1
jm 1

2
� a
2jm ÿ

C�m���
j
p

� �
hhuj; ujii1 � C�a;m; k�f1� hhh; hiiÿ1g :

To conclude the proof of the lemma it remains to choose a � a�m� large
enough so that �1=2� � �a=2jm� ÿ fC�m�= ��

j
p g � 1=4 for every j � 1. (

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix n � 2. By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, there
exists u in Cn such that khÿ Lnukÿ1 � eÿn and

P
1�j�n j2kpjuk21 � C�h�. Since

u belongs to Cn and the generator modi®es the degree of a monomial by at
most 1, Lu � Pn�1Lu. Therefore, Lu � Lnu� pn�1Lu � Lnu� J�un because S
and M preserve the degree of monomials and Jÿ reduces it by 1. In particular,
by de®nition of u and Schwarz inequality, kLuÿ hk2ÿ1 is bounded above by
2kJ�unk2ÿ1 � 2eÿn. By Corollary 4.5 and the estimate of theH1 norm of un,
kJ�unk2ÿ1 � nkunk21 � C�h�nÿ1. In conclusion, we showed that kLuÿ hk2ÿ1 is
bounded above by 2C�h�nÿ1 � 2eÿn, what concludes the proof of the theo-
rem. (

3. Second proof of Theorem 1.1

Recall that we denote by Ln the operator L restricted to the space of functions
of degree n: Ln � S �M � PnJPn. We have already seen in the previous sec-
tion that the operator Jn � PnJPn is antisymmetric. A simple computation
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shows that it is bounded in Rn for every n � 1. In particular, for any k > 0,
the operator �kÿ Ln�ÿ1 is well de®ned and has norm bounded by kÿ1. Fix
k � 2, h in Ck, n � k and consider the solution fk;n of the equation
�kÿ Ln�fk;n � h. Our ®rst task is to obtain estimates, uniform in n, of the
various norms of fk;n.

With the same proof of Lemma 2.5, we deduce

Lemma 3.1. For every k > 0, n � k and m � 1,

k
Xn

j�1
jmkpjfk;nk20 �

Xn

j�1
jmkpjfk;nk21 � C�m; k�khk2ÿ1

for some ®nite constant C�m; k� depending only on m and k.

Lemma 3.2. For each ®xed n and k,

kkfk;nkÿ1 � C�k�khkÿ1
for some ®nite constant C depending only on k.

Proof. It follows from estimate (4.3), Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 3.1 that Lnfk;n

belongs to Hÿ1. In particular, fk;n belongs to Hÿ1 because h 2Hÿ1 and
fk;n � kÿ1�h� Lnfk;n�. Moreover, from the equation �kÿ Ln�fk;n � h, we
obtain that khk2ÿ1 is equal to

k2hhfk;n; fk;niiÿ1 � 2khhfk;n; fk;nii0 ÿ 2khhfk;n;Anfk;niiÿ1
ÿ 2hhfk;n;Anfk;nii0 � hhfk;n; fk;nii1 � hhAnfk;n;Anfk;niiÿ1 ;

where An stands for M � Jn. The ®rst term on the second line vanishes be-
cause An is antisymmetric. Since all but the third term on the ®rst line are
positives,

k2hhfk;n; fk;niiÿ1 � khk2ÿ1 � 2khhfk;n;Anfk;niiÿ1 : �3:1�
To conclude the proof of the lemma it remains to estimate the second term
on the right hand side of this inequality.

On the one hand, we claim that for all n � k,

2k
��hhfk;n; Jnfk;niiÿ1

�� � k2

4
kfk;nk2ÿ1 � C�k�khk2ÿ1 �3:2�

for some constant C�k� depending only on k. Indeed, 2khhfk;n; Jnfk;niiÿ1 is
equal to

2k
X
1�j;k�n
jjÿkj�1

hhpjfk;n; Jpkfk;niiÿ1 � �k2=4�
Xn

j�1
kpjfk;nk2ÿ1 � 16

Xn

j�1
kJpjfk;nk2ÿ1 :

Since the spaces fMj; j � 2g are orthogonal in Hÿ1, the ®rst term on the
right hand side is just �k2=4�kfk;nk2ÿ1. The second, by Corollary 4.5, is
bounded above by C0

Pn
j�1 jkpjfk;nk21 for some universal constant C0. In
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virtue of Lemma 3.1, this expression is less than or equal to C1�k�khk2ÿ1, what
proves (3.2).

On the other hand, we claim that

2k
��hhfk;n;Mfk;niiÿ1

�� � k2

4
kfk;nk2ÿ1 � C�d; k�khk2ÿ1 �3:3�

for some constant depending only on the degree k and the dimension d.
Indeed, since M preserves the degree, 2khhfk;n;Mfk;niiÿ1 is equal to

2k
Xn

j�1
hhpjfk;n;Mpjfk;niiÿ1 :

By Lemma 4.12, with c � k=8, this expression is bounded above by

�k2=4�
Xn

j�1
pjfk;n; hhpjfk;niiÿ1 � C

Xn

j�1
j3hhpjfk;n; pjfk;nii1

for some constant C�d� depending exclusively on the dimension d. The ®rst
term is just �k2=4�kfk;nk2ÿ1 because the spacesMj are orthogonal inHÿ1. By
Lemma 3.1, the second term is bounded by C�k�khk2ÿ1, what proves claim
(3.3).

Estimates (3.2) and (3.3) together with inequality (3.1) conclude the proof
of the lemma. (

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1

Proof of Theorem 1.1. In the previous two lemmas, we showed that the
solution fk;n of the equation �kÿ Ln�fk;n � h is such that

kkfk;nk20 � k2kfk;nk2ÿ1 � kfk;nk21 � C�k�khk2ÿ1
for some ®nite constant C�k� depending only on k. Since these estimates are
uniform over n, we may consider a subsequence, still denoted by n for
convenience, so that fk;n converges weakly inHÿ1,H andH1 to a function
fk. It is straightforward to check that fk is a solution of �kÿ L�fk � h.
Moreover, from the previous estimates we obtain that

k2kfkk2ÿ1 � kfkk21 � C�k�khk2ÿ1 :
We may now consider a subsequence kk for which fkk converges weakly in
H1 to some F1 and kkfkk converges weakly in Hÿ1 to some Fÿ1. For g in
H1 \Hÿ1, we have that

hhg; Fÿ1ii0 � lim
k!1

kkhhg; fkk ii0 � 0

because fkk converges weakly in H1 to F1. This shows that kkfkk converges
weakly to 0 in Hÿ1. From this convergence, it follows that there exists a
sequence kn;j, 1 � j � n, such that �1=n�P1�j�n kn;jfkn;j converges strongly to
0 in Hÿ1. Since fkn;j is the solution of �kn;j ÿ L�fkn;j � h, we obtain that
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L
1

n

X
1�j�n

fkn;j

 !
� h

converges strongly to 0 in Hÿ1, what concludes the proof of the theorem
because fkn;j belongs toH and may thus be approximated inHÿ1 by linear
combinations of cylinder functions. (

4. Estimates on the asymmetric part of the generator

We start this section with some remarks concerning the operators M , S, J
and the Hilbert spacesH,H1 andHÿ1. Recall from (1.9) the de®nition of
the Dirichlet form D. For a ®xed cylinder function g in Mn:
g �PK;jKj�n gKgK, the Dirichlet form of g writes

D�g� � �1=4�Kn�q�
Xd

j�1

X
x

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\fx;x�ejg�/

gK[fx�ejg ÿ gK[fxg
n o2

: �4:1�

Moreover, every cylinder function h in Mk has a ®nite H1 norm equal to

hhh; hii1 � lim
`!1
�2`�ÿdD

X
jxj�`ÿsh

sxh

0@ 1A ; �4:2�

where sh is the linear size of the support of h : sh � minfk; h is measurable
with respect toFk � r�g�x�; x 2 Kk�g so that sxh isF` measurable for all x in
K`ÿsh .

Next result is a restatement of Lemma 5.1 in [EMY1].

Lemma 4.1. In dimension 3 or higher every cylinder function h in Mk, k � 2,
has ®nite Hÿ1 norm and

hhh; hiiÿ1 � lim
`!1
�2`�ÿd sup

f
2

X
jxj�`ÿsh

sxh; f

* +
q

ÿD`� f �
8<:

9=; ;

where the supremum is carried over all cylinder functions f measurable with
respect to F` and D`�f � is the Dirichlet form restricted to K`:

D`� f � �
X
x;y2K`
jxÿyj�1

h�ÿSx;y�f ; f iq :

We turn now to the proof of some estimates on the asymmetric operators M
and J used throughout the article.

Lemma 4.2. For every n � 2 and every function f in Rn,

hhMf ;Mf iiÿ1 � 2�1ÿ 2q�2ndhhf ; f ii0 � �4:3�
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Proof. Fix a function f inMn. Recall from (2.1) the explicit formula for the
inner product hhMf ; gii0 for some cylinder function g in Mn. By Schwarz
inequality,

hhMf ; gii0 � �1ÿ 2q� c
2
kgk21 �

dn
c
kf k20

� �
for every c > 0. The statement of the lemma for cylinder functions in Mn

follows from this inequality and formula (1.7) for theHÿ1 norm. To extend
it to functions in Rn one just need to recall thatMn is dense in Rn and that M
is a bounded operator on Rn. (

Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant C depending only on the dimension d such
that for every n � 2,

hhSMf ; SMf ii1 � Cn2hhSf ; Sf ii1 and hhMf ;Mf ii1 � Cn2hhf ; f ii1
for every f in Rn.

Proof. This statement follows straightforwardly from the explicit form (1.6)
for the inner product hh�; �ii1 and Schwarz inequality. (

We investigate now the antisymmetric operator J . This result was ob-
tained in collaboration with S. Sethuraman and S. Varadhan.

Theorem 4.4. There exists an universal constant C such that for every n � 2
and cylinder functions h in Mn�1, g in Mn

hh; J�giq � C
���
n
p

cD�h� � cÿ1D�g�� 	
for every c > 0. Moreover, if both functions h and J�g are F`-measurable we
may replace on the right hand side D�h� � D�g� by D�h� � D`�g�.

Before proving this theorem, we deduce an estimate repeatedly used in the
previous section.

Corollary 4.5. There exists an universal constant C such that for every k � 2
and cylinder function g in Ck,

hhJg; Jgiiÿ1 � Cq�1ÿ q�khhSg; Sgiiÿ1 � Ckhhg; gii1 :

Proof. Since the spaces Mj, 2 � j � k, are orthogonal in Hÿ1, assume
without loss of generality that g belongs to Mj for some 2 � j � k. By
Lemma 4.1,

hhlJg; Jgiiÿ1 � lim
`!1
�2`� 1�ÿd sup

f
2

X
jxj<`ÿsg

sxJg; f

* +
q

ÿD`� f �
8<:

9=; :
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Since both sxJg and f are F`-measurable, by Theorem 4.4, for each ®xed `,

2

* X
jxj<`ÿsg

sxJg; f

+
q

� CkD
X
jxj<`ÿsg

sxg

0@ 1A� D`� f �

for some universal constant C. In particular, the last supremum is bounded
above by

Ck�2`� 1�ÿdD
X
jxj<`ÿsg

sxg

0@ 1A :

By (4.2), as ` " 1, this expression converges to Ckhhg; gii1 � Ck
hhSg; Sgiiÿ1. (

Corollary 4.6. There exists an universal constant C such that for every k � 2
and cylinder functions g, f in Ck,

hhJg; f iiÿ1 � C
���
k
p
kgk1kf k1 :

Proof. Since the spaces Mj, 2 � j � k, are orthogonal in Hÿ1, assume
without loss of generality that g belongs to Mj and f belongs to Mj�1 for
some 2 � j � k ÿ 1. In this case, by de®nition of the inner product hh�; �ii0,

hhJ�g; f ii0 � lim
`!1
�2`�ÿd

* X
jxj�`ÿsf

Jsxf ;
X
jyj�`ÿsg

syg

+
q

:

By Theorem 4.4 and identity (4.2), this expression is bounded above by

C
���
n
p

lim
`!1
�2`�ÿd cD

X
jxj�`ÿsf

Jsxf

0@ 1A� cÿ1D
X
jyj�`ÿsg

syg

0@ 1A8<:
9=;

� C
���
n
p

chhf ; f ii1 � cÿ1chhg; gii1
� 	

:

To conclude the proof of the corollary it remains to optimize in c. (

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Fix n � 2 and cylinder functions h in Mn�1 and g in
Mn: h �PK; jKj�n�1 hKgK, g �PK; jKj�n gKgK. By the explicit formula for J�g
obtained in the previous section,

hh; J�giq � Kn�1�q�
Xd

j�1

X
x

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\fx;x�ejg�/

n
gK[fx�ejg ÿ gK[fxg

o
hK[fx;x�ejg :

�4:4�
By Schwarz inequality, this expression is bounded above by
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1

2c
Kn�1�q�

Xd

j�1

X
x

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\fx;x�ejg�/

gK[fx�ejg ÿ gK[fxg
n o2

� c
2

Kn�1�q�
Xd

j�1

X
x

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\fx;x�ejg�/

h2K[fx;x�ejg

for every c > 0. By (4.1), the ®rst line is just ffq�1ÿ q�g=2cgD�g�.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that the second

line is bounded above by Ccq�1ÿ q�nD�h� and choose c � nÿ1=2c0. This es-
timate is the content of the next result.

Note that in the case where h and g areF`-measurable, on the right hand
side of (4.4), we may restrict the summation over all sites x such that x and
x� ej belong to K` because otherwise hK[fx;x�ejg � 0. Thus we obtain an
estimate with D`�g� in place of D�g�. (

Theorem 4.7. There is a constant C > 0 independent of n such that

CKn�q�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
K;jKj�nÿ2

K\fx;x�ejg�/

h2K[fx;x�ejg � �nÿ 1�D�h�

for every function h in L2�Pn�:
The proof of Theorem 4.7 is divided in several lemmas. We start with

a Schwarz inequality. For each function g : Pn ! R in L2�Pn�
(
P
jKj�n g2K <1), denote by q1 and q2 the one and two point functions:

q1�x� �
X

K;jKj�n
x2K

g2K �
X

K;jKj�nÿ1
K\fxg�/

g2K[fxg

q2�x; y� �
X

K;jKj�n
x;y2K

g2K �
X

K;jKj�nÿ2
K\fx;yg�/

g2K[fx;yg

for all x 6� y in Zd .

Lemma 4.8. For any site x 6� y,

�����������
q1�y�

p
ÿ

�����������
q1�x�

pn o2� X
K;jKj�nÿ1
K\fx;yg�/

gK[fyg ÿ gK[fxg
� 	2

���������������
q2�y; z�

p
ÿ

���������������
q2�x; z�

pn o2
�

X
K;jKj�nÿ2

K\fz;x;yg�/

gK[fy;zg ÿ gK[fx;zg
� 	2

for all z 6� x, y.
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Proof. Fix two distinct sites x and y. We may rewrite q1�x� as

q1�x� �
X

K;jKj�nÿ1
K\fx;yg�/

g2K[fxg �
X

K;jKj�nÿ2
K\fx;yg�/

g2K[fx;yg :

To conclude the proof of the ®rst inequality, it remains to rewrite q1�y� in a
similar way and recall the Schwarz inequality

X
j

a2j

( )1=2

ÿ
X

j

b2j

( )1=2
0@ 1A2

�
X

j

�aj ÿ bj�2 :

The proof of the second inequality is similar to the one presented. We leave
the details to the reader. (

Lemma 4.8 and the explicit formula (4.1) for the Dirichlet formula give
that Xd

j�1

X
x

��������������������
q1�x� ej�

q
ÿ

�����������
q1�x�

pn o2
� Kn�q�ÿ1D�g� :

By the same reasons,Xd

j�1

X
x;y2Zd

y 6�x;x�ej

�������������������������
q2�x� ej; y�

q
ÿ

���������������
q2�x; y�

pn o2

�
Xd

j�1

X
x;y2Zd

y 6�x;x�ej

X
K;jKj�nÿ1;y2K
K\fx;x�ejg�/

fgK[fx�ejg ÿ gK[fxgg2

� �nÿ 1�
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

X
K;jKj�nÿ1

K\fx;x�ejg�/

fgK[fx�ejg ÿ gK[fxgg2��nÿ 1�Kn�q�ÿ1D�g� :

We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Proof of Theorem 4.7. From the de®nition of the two point functions and the
previous estimate, we just have to show that there exists a constant C > 0
such that

C
X
jxÿyj�1

q2�x; y� ÿ
Xd

j�1

X
x;y2Zd

y 6�x;x�ej

�������������������������
q2�x� ej; y�

q
ÿ

���������������
q2�x; y�

pn o2
� 0

for all two point functions. We may rewrite this inequality as
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X
y

C
X

x;jxÿyj�1
q2�x; y� ÿ

Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

x6�y;yÿej

�������������������������
q2�x� ej; y�

q
ÿ

���������������
q2�x; y�

pn o28>><>>:
9>>=>>; � 0 :

Since the problem is covariant in y, we can assume y � 0. The problem is thus
reduced to show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

C
X
x2Zd

V �x�f �x�2 ÿ
Xd

j�1

X
x6�0;ÿej

f �x� ej� ÿ f �x�� 	2� 0 �4:5�

for all L2�Zd� functions f . Here V �x� is the ®nite supported function
V �x� � 1fjxj � 1g. This estimate follows from a general result based on the
Birman±Schwinger kernel.

Consider the SchroÈ dinger operator

H � ÿDÿ CV

where D is the Laplace operator in Zd with Neumann boundary at origin, V
is a nonnegative function with ®nite support and C > 0. We claim that in
dimension d � 3, H � 0 for C small enough. It is enough to show that there
exists C > 0 such that

ÿD� k � CV

for any constant k > 0. To keep notation simple, let VC � CV . Multiplying
both sides by V 1=2

C �kÿ D�ÿ1 from the left and by V ÿ1=2C from the right, the
proof of the last inequality is reduced to show that

V 1=2
C �kÿ D�ÿ1V 1=2

C � 1 :

The kernel of this operator is K�x; y� � VC�x�1=2Gk�x; y�VC�y�1=2, where
Gk � �kÿ D�ÿ1. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of K is bounded above byX

x;y

K�x; y�2 � C2
X
x;y

V �x�Gk�x; y�2V � y� :

As k decreases to 0 this expression converges to

C2
X
x;y

V �x�G�x; y�2V �y�

where, G�x; y� is the Green function of the operator ÿD. The operator
V 1=2

C �kÿ D�ÿ1V 1=2
C is thus bounded above by 1 for all C small enough because

in dimension d � 3 the Green function G is ®nite and V has ®nite support. (

We conclude this section with an alternative version of Theorem 4.7 and
further estimates on the antisymmetric operator M . Denote by Zd

� the lattice
Zd without the origin and by P�n the subsets of Zd

� with cardinality n. For
each function g:P�n ! R in L2�P�n� (

P
K2P�n g2K <1), denote by q�2 the two

point functions:
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q�2�x; y� �
X

K2P�n;
x;y2K

g2K �
X

K2P�nÿ2;
K\fx;yg�/

g2K[fx;yg

for all x 6� y in Zd
� . Denote furthermore by S� the generator S with Neumann

boundary conditions at the origin: S� �Px;y2Zd
� ; jxÿyj�1 Sx;y and by D� the

Dirichlet form associated to S�:

D��g� � hg; �ÿS��giq � �1=4�Kn�q�
X

x;y2Zd
�

jxÿyj�1

X
K2P�nÿ1

K\fx;yg�/

fgK[fyg ÿ gK[fxgg2 �4:6�

for every cylinder function g �PK2P�n gKgK.
The arguments presented in the proof of Theorem 4.7 gives that

Theorem 4.9. There is a constant C > 0 independent of n such that

CKn�q�
X

x;y2Zd
� ;

jxÿyj�1

X
K2P�nÿ2

K\fx;yg�/

h2K[fx;yg � �nÿ 1�D��h�

for every function h in L2�P�n�.
The next result follows straightforwardly from this theorem and Schwarz

inequality.

Corollary 4.10. For every positive integer `, there is a constant C�`� depending
only on ` such that

C�`�Kn�q�
X

x;y2Zd
�

1�jxÿyj�`

X
K2P�nÿ2

K\fx;yg�/

h2K[fx;yg � �nÿ 1�D��h�

for every function h in L2�P�n�.
Recall from (2.6) that for a positive integer ` we denote by Wn;` the subsets

of Zd in Pn whose elements are at least at distance ` and by w` � wn;` the
indicator function of this set.

Corollary 4.11. For n � 2 and a cylinder function f in Mn,

kf �1ÿ w`�k20 � C�`�nkf k21
for some constant C�`� depending on ` only.

Proof. Fix n � 2 and a cylinder function f �P fKgK in Mn. De®ne a new
monomial F �P FKgK in Mn by

FK �
P

B�K fB if 0 2 K
0 otherwise .

�
With this de®nition, we may write
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kf k20 �
Kn�q�

n

X
K2P�nÿ1

F 2
K[f0g and kf k21 �

Kn�q�
4n

X
K;X2P�nÿ1
d��K;X��1

fFK[f0g ÿ FX[f0gg2 ;

where d� is the natural distance in P�n so that d��K;X� � 1 if either
d�K;X� � 1 or if there exists x with jxj � 1 and K � x� X. In particular, if
for a set K in P�nÿ1 we denote FK[f0g by ~FK, we have

kf k20 �
Kn�q�

n

X
K2P�nÿ1

~F 2
K and

kf k21 �
Kn�q�
4n

X
K;X2P�nÿ1
d��K;X��1

f ~FK ÿ ~FXg2 � Kn�q�
4n

X
x;y2Zd

�
jxÿyj�1

X
K2P�nÿ2

K\fx;yg�/

f ~FK[fxg ÿ ~FK[fygg2 :

�4:7�
Fix n � 3. From the de®nition of the new monomial F , it follows that
Kn�q�ÿ1kf �1ÿ w`�k20 is equal to

1

n

X
K2P�nÿ1;

K[f0g2W c
n;`

~F 2
K : �4:8�

For each set K in Pn \ W c
n;` there are n distinct sets Xi, 1 � i � n, equivalent

to K containing the origin. At least nÿ 2 of these sets contain two sites
distinct from the origin that are at distance less than `. Since FXi does not
depend on i, the previous expression is bounded by

1

nÿ 2

X
K2�W �nÿ1;`�c

~F 2
K �

1

nÿ 2

X
x;y2Zd

�
1�jxÿyj�`

X
K2P�nÿ3

K\fx;yg�/

~F 2
K[fx;yg

provided �W �
n;`�c stands for the set P�n \ W c

n;`. By Corollary 4.10, this ex-
pression is bounded above by C�`��n=nÿ 2�Kn�q�ÿ1D�� ~F �, which in virtue of
the de®nition of ~F , the explicit formula for the Dirichlet form D� given in
(4.6) and equation (4.7), is bounded by C�`�nkf k21.

It remains to consider the case n � 2. We have already seen in (4.8) that
Kn�q�ÿ1kf �1ÿ w`�k20 is equal to

1

2

X
1�jxj�`

~F 2
fxg :

By formula (4.5) this expression is bounded above by

C�`�
X

x;y2Zd
�

jxÿyj�1

f ~Ffxg ÿ ~Ffygg2

for some constant C�`� depending only on `. This expression by (4.7) is
bounded above by C�`�Kn�q�ÿ1kf k21 what concludes the proof of the cor-
ollary. (
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Lemma 4.12. There exists a constant C�d� depending only on the dimension
such that for every n � 2 and h in Rn,

hhh;Mhiiÿ1 �
C�d�n3

c
khk21 � ckhk2ÿ1

for every c > 0.

Proof. Denote by �M ; S� the commutator of S and M de®ned by MS ÿ SM . A
simple computation shows that for any n � 1 �M ; S� is symmetric operator on
Rn and that M and S commute on Wn;` for ` � 3: MS�w`f � � SM�w`f �. This
follows from the fact that for the generators M and S particles jump at most
by one unit. In particular, �M ; S��w`f � � 0 for all ` � 3 and f in Rn.

Consider a function h in the range of S:h � Sg for some g in Rn. By
de®nition of �M ; S� and since M is an asymmetric operator,

hhh;Mhiiÿ1 � ÿ�1=2�hhg; �M ; S�gii0 :
By the properties of the commutator mentioned in last paragraph,
hhg; �M ; S�gii0 is equal to

hhg; �M ; S��1ÿ w3�gii0 � hh�M ; S�g; �1ÿ w3�gii0
� 1

2c
k�1ÿ w3��M ; S�gk20 �

c
2
k�1ÿ w3�gk20

�4:9�

for every c > 0. By Schwarz inequality, Corollary 4.11 and the de®nition of
the commutator �M ; S�, k�1ÿ w3��M ; S�gk20 is bounded above by

2k�1ÿ w3�Mhk20 � 2k�1ÿ w3�SMgk20 � Cn kMhk21 � kSMgk21
n o

for some universal constant C because h � Sg. By the same reasons
k�1ÿ w3�gk20 is bounded above by Cnkhk2ÿ1. Therefore, the right hand side of
(4.9) is less than or equal to

Cn
1

c
kMhk21 �

1

c
kSMgk21 �

c
2
khk2ÿ1

� �
:

By Lemma 4.3, kMhk21 is bounded above by Cn2khk21 for some universal

constant C and kSMgk21 is bounded above by Cn2kSgk21 � Cn2khk21. We have
therefore proved that

hhh;Mhiiÿ1 � Cn
n2

c
khk21 �

c
2
khk2ÿ1

� �
for every c > 0 and every h in the range of S. To extend the result to every h
in Rn, recall that in virtue of Lemma 2.1, the range of S is dense in Rÿ1;n, R1

and in Rn. On the other hand, by (4.3), hhMf ;Mf iiÿ1 is bounded by hhf ; f ii0,
what concludes the proof. (
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5. Perturbation Theorem

Consider a Hilbert space H , a dense subset U of H and three operators S, M
and J de®ned on U and satisfying

(H1) S is a symmetric nonnegative operator and M, J are asymmetric.
Denote by h�; �i the inner product in H , by D� ����Sp � the domain of the

symmetric nonnegative operator
����
S
p

and by H1 the closure of D� ����Sp �. On H1

consider the inner product h�; �i1 de®ned by hu; vi1 � hu;Svi0 and denote by
Hÿ1 the dual of H1 with respect to h�; �i0 so that hu; uiÿ1 �
hu;Sÿ1ui :� suphf2hu; hi ÿ hh; hi1g, where the supremum is carried over all h
in H . We assume that

(H2) There is a constant C1 such that

jhv;Jui0j � C1kuk1kvk1
for all u; v 2 U .

(H3) Let Bk � S� kM. For k small enough the range of Bk is dense in
Hÿ1: for any e > 0 and g 2 Hÿ1 there is u 2 U so that

kBkuÿ gkÿ1 � e :

(H4) M, S and J are bounded operators from H to Hÿ1.
Assumptions (H3) and (H4) guarantee the existence of an inverse Bÿ1k

from Hÿ1 to H . The main theorem of this section states that assumptions
(H1)±(H4) guarantee that the range of the operator S� J�M is also dense
in Hÿ1. Thus, we may not only extend (H3) to k large but add a bounded
operator in the sense of (H2).

Theorem 5.1. Assume hypotheses (H1)±(H4). For any g in Hÿ1 and any e > 0
there exists u 2 U such that

k S�A� �uÿ gkÿ1 � e; for A �M� J �5:1�
Before proving Theorem 5.1, consider the case where H � Rn, U � �n

j�1Mj,
S � ÿS, J � J , M � M and h�; �i � hh�; �ii0. In this context assumption (H2) is
satis®ed in virtue of Corollary 4.6, assumption (H3) is ful®lled for every
0 � k � 1 by Theorem 2.2 and assumption (H4) follows from Lemma 4.2,
Corollary 4.5 (because hhf ; f ii1 � 2dnhhf ; f ii0 for f in Rn) and the fact that
hhSf ; Sf iiÿ1 � hhf ; f ii1. Theorem 2.4 follows therefore from Theorem 5.1 and
the results proved in section 2.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1 and derive some simple bounds
of the operators.

Lemma 5.2. Assume hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H3). Let E be an asymmetric
operator de®ned on U and denote by C1 the constant introduced in assumption
(H2). For any function u 2 U and any k � 0 we have

kSukÿ1 � k�S� kE�ukÿ1 and kJukÿ1 � C1kSukÿ1 : �5:2�
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In particular, setting E �M, kSukÿ1 � kBkukÿ1. Moreover,

kJBÿ1k kÿ1 � C1

so that JBÿ1k de®nes a bounded operator in Hÿ1.

Proof. By de®nition,

k�S� kE�uk2ÿ1 � kSuk2ÿ1 � 2khu;Eui0 � k2kEuk2ÿ1 � kSuk2ÿ1
because E is an asymmetric operator by assumption. This proves the ®rst
bound of (5.2). On the other hand, by assumption (H2) and the variational
formula for the Hÿ1 norm, kJukÿ1 � C1kSukÿ1 for every u in U .

To prove that JBÿ1k is a bounded operator in Hÿ1, it su�ces to show that

kJBÿ1k vkÿ1 � Ckvkÿ1 �5:3�
for a dense subset of functions v in Hÿ1. It follows from the inequalities in
(5.2) with E �M that kJukÿ1 � C1kBkukÿ1 for every u in U . Therefore,
(5.3) holds for v � Bku, u in U . By assumption (H3), the subset fBku; u 2 Ug
is dense in Hÿ1. This concludes the proof of the lemma. (

Our goal is to solve (5.1). Note that it is not su�cient to construct the
Green function �S�A�ÿ1 as a bounded operator from Hÿ1 to H1. To see
this, suppose it is true. By de®nition,

k S�A� ��S�A�ÿ1gÿ gkÿ1 � 0

We would like to de®ne u to be a local function that approximates
�S�A�ÿ1g in H1 : kuÿ �S�A�ÿ1gk1 � e. On the other hand, since S�A is
not a bounded operator from H1 to Hÿ1, we can not conclude (5.1).

We start now our route to prove Theorem 5.1. We ®rst show that we can
extend property (H3) to large k.

Lemma 5.3. Let E be an asymmetric operator de®ned on U and satisfying
assumption (H4). Assume that there is k0 > 0 such that for any g 2 Hÿ1 and
any e > 0 there exists u 2 U so that

k S� k0E� �uÿ gkÿ1 � e : �5:4�
The statement remains in force for k � 1.

Proof. Let T :� S� k0E. By (5.4) and (H4), we may de®ne the inverse Tÿ1

from Hÿ1 to H . By the proof of the previous lemma, kSukÿ1 � kTukÿ1 and
we may extend STÿ1 is a bounded operator on Hÿ1 with norm kSTÿ1kÿ1
bounded by 1. In particular, for every 0 � d < 1, we may de®ne the bounded
operator �1ÿ dSTÿ1�ÿ1 by the series Pn�0�dSTÿ1�n.

Fix e > 0 and g in Hÿ1. Let h � k0 1ÿ �1ÿ k0�STÿ1
� �ÿ1

g. Since h belongs
to Hÿ1, by assumption (5.4), there exists u in U (or u 2 H \ H1) such that
kTuÿ hkÿ1 � e. Since,
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S�E � kÿ10 T ÿ �1ÿ k0�S� � � kÿ10 1ÿ �1ÿ k0�STÿ1
� �

T ;

we have that

k S�E� �uÿ gkÿ1 � kÿ10 k 1ÿ �1ÿ k0�STÿ1
� �
� Tuÿ k0 1ÿ �1ÿ k0�STÿ1

� �ÿ1
g

� �
kÿ1

� C�k0�kTuÿ hkÿ1 � C�k0�e
for some constant C�k0� that depends only on k. This proves the lemma. (

Lemma 5.4. Assume that B and E are operators de®ned on U satisfying
kEBÿ1kÿ1 < 1. Suppose that for any g 2 Hÿ1 and any e > 0 there exists u 2 H
so that

kBuÿ gkÿ1 � e : �5:5�
The same statement remains in force if B is replaced by B�E.

Proof. Fix g in Hÿ1 and e > 0. Assumption (5.5) and the proof of the pre-
vious lemma show that �1�EBÿ1�ÿ1 is a well de®ned bounded operator in
Hÿ1. Let h � �1�EBÿ1�ÿ1g. By assumption, there exists u in U such that
kBuÿ hkÿ1 � e. Since B�E � �1�EBÿ1�B,

k B�E� �uÿ gkÿ1 � k 1�EBÿ1
� �

Buÿ 1�EBÿ1
� �ÿ1

g
� �

kÿ1
� 2kBuÿ hkÿ1 � 2e :

This concludes the proof of the lemma. (

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Jk � kJ. By Lemma 5.2 E � Jk and B � Bk

satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.4 for k small enough. In particular,
E �M� J satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.3. Therefore, for any
g 2 Hÿ1 and any e > 0 there is a u 2 U such that

k S�A� �uÿ gkÿ1 � e :

what concludes the proof of the theorem. (

The same proof applies to a slightly di�erent set up.

Corollary 5.5. Instead of (H3) and (H4), assume that

(H3b) Let Bk � S� kM. Then for k small enough the range of Bÿ1k re-
stricted to U \ H1 is a dense subset of Hÿ1: for any g 2 Hÿ1 there is
u 2 U \ H1 so that

kBkuÿ gkÿ1 � e :

(H4b) M is a bounded operator from H to Hÿ1 and S and J are bounded
operators from H1 to Hÿ1. Furthermore, U is dense in H \ H1 with norm
k � k0 � k � k1.
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Then, for any g in Hÿ1 and any e > 0 there exists u 2 U such that

k S�A� �uÿ gkÿ1 � e; for A �M� J

6. The Green±Kubo formula

Recall the nearest-neighbor asymmetric simple exclusion process is a Markov
process on f0; 1gZd

whose generator L acts on cylinder functions as

�Lf ��g� �
Xd

j�1

X
x2Zd

e;jej�1

p�e�gx�1ÿ gx�e�� f �gx;x�e� ÿ f �g�� :

where p�e� is the jump rate from x to x� e. For con®guration g and a density
q, denote respectively by Pg and Pq the probability on the path space
D��0; T �; f0; 1gZd � corresponding to the Markov process with generator L
starting from g, mq. Expectations with respect to Pg or Pq are respectively
denoted by Eg and Eq. Thus Eq�fgt�x� ÿ g0�x�gg0�0�� stands for the time
dependent correlation functions of a general driven di�usive system in
equilibrium with density q. Suppose these correlation functions behave like
(non centered) Gaussian. Then one obtains the di�usion coe�cient (the bulk
di�usion coe�cient) by the following limit

D�1�i;j �q� � lim
t!1

1

t
1

2v

X
x2Zd

xixjEq fgt�x� ÿ g0�x�gg0�0�� � ÿ v�vit��vjt�
( )

�6:1�

where v in Rd is the velocity de®ned by

vt � 1

v

X
x2Zd

xEq fgt�x� ÿ g0�x�gg0�0�� � �6:2�

and v the static compressibility which for simple exclusion processes is equal
to v�q� � q�1ÿ q�. Here we have followed the convention of [LOY2] to
denote the di�usion coe�cient obtained in (6.1) as the ®rst de®nition adn
thus the superscript 1. The velocity can be explicitly computed (cf. [S]):

v � �1ÿ 2q�
X

e:jej�1
p�e�e : �6:3�

Another de®nition of the di�usion coe�cient is through the linear response
theory. To ®x ideas, consider the nearest neighbor simple exclusion process.
Denote the instantenuous currents (that is di�erence between the rate at
which a particle jumps from x to x� ei and the rate at which a particle jumps
from x� ei to x) by Wx;x�ei :

Wx;x�ei � p�ei�g�x��1ÿ g�x� ei�� ÿ p�ÿei�g�x� ei��1ÿ g�x�� �6:4�
so that
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Lg�0� �
X

i

Wÿei;0 ÿ W0;ei

� 	
:

Let wi�q; g� � wi�g�, 1 � i � d, denote the normalized current in the i-th
direction :

wi�g� � W0;ei ÿ hW0;eiiq ÿ
d

dh
hW0;eiih

���
h�q
�g�0� ÿ q� : �6:5�

Similarly, we can de®ne the currents W �
x;x�ei

of the reversed process char-
acterized by the generator L� which is the formal adjoint of L with respect to
mq, or the generator of the reversed dynamics. The current W �

x;x�ei
is given

explicitly by

W �
x;x�ei

� p�ÿei�g�x��1ÿ g�x� ei�� ÿ �p�ei�g�x� ei��1ÿ g�x�� :
Similarly w�i �q; g� � w�i �g� is de®ned by

w�i � W �
0;ei
ÿ hW �

0;ei
iq ÿ

d
dh
hW �

0;ei
ih
���
h�q
�g�0� ÿ q� �6:6�

and a simple computation shows that

wi � �qÿ p�ÿei��reig�0� ÿ �p�ei� ÿ p�ÿei���g�0� ÿ q��g�ei� ÿ q� ;
w�i � �qÿ p�ei��reig�0� � �p�ei� ÿ p�ÿei���g�0� ÿ q��g�ei� ÿ q� : �6:7�

The second de®nition of di�usion coe�cient according to the convention of
[LOY2], D�2��q� � �D�2�i;j �q��1�i;j�d , obtained through the linear response

theory is given by the Green±Kubo formula as [ELS]:

D�2�i;j �q� �
1

v�q�

(
ÿ 1

2
di;jh�g�ei� ÿ g�0��W0;eiiq

ÿ
Z 1
0

dt
X

x

D
wi�g�; etL�sxw�j �g�

E
q

)
�

�6:8�

In this formula and below di;j (or dx;y) stands for the delta of Kroenecker and
is equal to 1 if i � j and 0 otherwise. Moreover, etL (etL� ) represents the
semigroup of the Markov process with generator L (L�).

The static term of the Green±Kubo formula is easy to compute. It is equal
to �1=2�di;jv so that

D�2�i;j ÿ �1=2�di;j � ÿ 1v
Z 1
0

dt
X

x

D
wi; etL�sxw�j

E
q

� ÿ 1
v

Z 1
0

dt
X

x

D
w�j ; etLsxwi

E
q
�

�6:9�

The purpose of this section is to show that the bulk di�usion coe�cient D�1�

is equal to the symmetric part of the Green±Kubo coe�cient : D�1� � �D�2��s.
In [LOY2] we proved that the bulk di�usion coe�cient is such that
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D�1�i;j ÿ �1=2�di;j � lim
t!1

1

2tv

�
ÿ
Z t

0

ds
Z s

0

dr
X

x

D
wi; erL�sxw�j

E
q

ÿ
Z t

0

ds
Z s

0

dr
X

x

D
wj; erL�sxw�i

E
q

�
�

�6:10�
Recall the inner product hh�; �iiq;0 from (1.2) and de®ne the norm:

kf k2q;0 � hhf ; f iiq;0 : �6:11�
Fix a unit vector n 2 Zd . We can rewrite (6.10) as

n � D�1�nÿ �1=2� � lim
t!1

1

tv
ÿ
Z t

0

ds
Z s

0

drhherLwn; w�niiq;0
� �

:

where wn � n � w. Since for the inner product hh�; �iiq;0, the gradients are
equivalent to 0, we have that w�j � ÿwj for this inner product. Hence the last
term is equal to

n � D�1�nÿ �1=2� � lim
t!1

1

tv

Z t

0

ds
Z s

0

drhherLwn; wniiq;0

� lim
t!1

1

v

tÿ1=2
Z t

0

ds wn�g�s��
2

q;0
:

We shall prove that the time correlations of the current decay fast enough so
that

lim
t!1

tÿ1=2
Z t

0

ds wn�g�s��
2

q;0
�
Z 1
0

dshhesLwn; wniiq;0 �6:12�

so that

n � D�1�nÿ �1=2� � 1

v

Z 1
0

dshhesLwn; wniiq;0 :

This is exactly the symmetrization of the Green±Kubo formula (6.8).
We start with a general result on Markov processes.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose l is an invariant measure of a Markov process with
generator L. Then, for every function w in Hÿ1�l�,

lim sup
t!1

El tÿ1=2
Z t

0

w�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� 6hw; �ÿLs�ÿ1wi :� 6kwk2ÿ1 : �6:13�

In this formula h�; �i stands for the inner product in L2�l� and Ls for the sym-
metric part of the generator L.

Proof. Fix a function w in Hÿ1. Consider the resolvent equation

�kÿ L�uk � w �6:14�
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By Ito's formula

uk�t� � uk�0� �
Z t

0

Luk�x�s�� ds�Mt ;

where Mt is a martingale satisfying

El�M2
t � � thuk; �ÿLs�uki :� tkukk21 :

In particular, by the resolvent equation, the left hand side of (6.13) is
bounded above by

8tÿ1kukk20 � 4kukk21 � 4k2El

" 
tÿ1=2

Z t

0

uk�x�s�� ds

!2
35 :

By Schwarz inequality, the last term is bounded by

k2El

Z t

0

uk�x�s��2 ds
� �

� k2tkukk20 :

Set k � tÿ1. We have thus proved that

El tÿ1=2
Z t

0

w�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� 12kkukk20 � 4kukk21 :

To conclude the proof of the lemma, it remains to estimate the L2 and the H1

norms of uk in terms of the Hÿ1 norm. Multiplying the resolvent equation by
uk and taking the expectation with respect to l, we have that

kkukk20 � kukk21 � huk;wi � �1=2�kukk21 � �1=2�kwk2ÿ1 :
Hence,

kkukk20 � �1=2�kukk21 � �1=2�kwk2ÿ1 ;
what concludes the proof. (

Notice that Lemma 6.1 remains in force if the left hand side of (6.13) is
replaced by the expression ktÿ1=2 R t

0 ds wn�g�s��k2q;0 and the inner product on
the right hand side is replaced by hhwn; �ÿLs�ÿ1wniiq;0. We have thus proved
that

lim sup
t!1

tÿ1=2
Z t

0

ds wn�g�s��
2

q;0
� hhwn; �ÿLs�ÿ1wniiq;0 :

It is proved in [EMY1] that hhwn; �ÿLs�ÿ1wniiq;0 is ®nite. Therefore, as t " 1 a
limit up to a subsequence of the left hand side of (6.12) exists. The subtle
point is to prove that this limit is indeed given by the right hand side of
(6.12). The following lemma gives su�cient conditions for the convergence.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that equation (6.14) can be solved for each k > 0 and that

lim
k!0

kkukk20 � 0 : �6:15�
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Then,

lim
t!1El tÿ1=2

Z t

0

w�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� lim
k!0
hw; �kÿ L�ÿ1wi :� hw; �ÿL�ÿ1wi :

Suppose, on the other hand, that we are able to solve the equation ÿLu � w in
Hÿ1 in the sense that for any e > 0 there is a bounded local function ue such that

kLue � wk2ÿ1 � e: �6:16�
Then,

lim
e!0
kuek21 � B

exists for some constant B and

lim
t!1El tÿ1=2

Z t

0

w�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� B :� hw; �ÿL�ÿ1wi :

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the previous lemma. For a ®xed
k > 0, consider the resolvent equation (6.14). Replacing w by its value in
terms of uk and expanding the suqare, we obtain that for any c > 0,

El

h�
tÿ1=2

Z t

0

w�x�s�� ds
�2i
� �1� O�c��kukk21 � O�1� cÿ1�kkukk20 :

Here we applied Scwharz inequality to estimate the cross terms. By as-
sumption, the last term vanishes for any c ®xed. On the other hand,

kkukk20 � kukk21 � h�kÿ L�ÿ1w; �kÿ Ls��kÿ L�ÿ1wi :

By de®nition, we can replace the operator Ls by L because it appears in a
quadratic form. Hence,

kkukk20 � kukk21 � h�kÿ L�ÿ1w;wi :
This proves the ®rst statement of the lemma.

Assume now that (6.16) holds. For each e > 0, let he � w� Lue. Then,

kuek21 � hue; �ÿL�uei � hue;wi ÿ hue; hei
The second term on the right hand side is bounded by kuek1khekÿ1, while the
®rst one is bounded by kuek1kwkÿ1. In particular, by assumption (6.16),

kuek1 � Ce � kwkÿ1 ; �6:17�
where Ce is such that lime!0 Ce � 0.

We can now take a weakly convergent subsequence, still denoted by ue,
that converges to some u in H1. Since Lue � he � w, he converges to 0 in Hÿ1
and kuek1 is a bounded sequence,
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lim
e!0
hue; �ÿL�uei � lim

e!0
hue;wi � hu;wi : �6:18�

Using (6.16) again, we obtain that

hu;wi � lim
e!0
hu; Luei � lim

e!0
hL�u; uei :

Since L�u � 2Lsuÿ Lu � 2Lsuÿ w, from the a priori estimate (6.17) we de-
duce that L�u belongs to Hÿ1. Since ue converges weakly to u in H1, we have
thus proved that

hu;wi � lim
e!0
hL�u; uei � hL�u; ui � kuk21 : �6:19�

It follows from identities (6.18) and (6.19) that

lim
e!0
kuek21 � kuk21 :

Since ue converges weakly to u in H1, we conclude that ue converges strongly
to u H1. Moreover, the limit is unique.

By the previous lemma and by assumption (6.16), for each ®xed e > 0,

El tÿ1=2
Z t

0

w�x�s�� � Lue�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� 6kw� Luek2ÿ1 � 6e �6:20�

On the other hand, for any bounded local function ue,

ue�t� � ue�0� �
Z t

0

Lue�x�s�� ds�Mt ;

where Mt is a martingale such that

El�M2
t � � hue; �ÿLs�uei � kukk21 :

Since ue is a bounded local function,

tÿ1El�ue�t�2� � tÿ1El�ue�0�2�
that vanishes as t " 1. Hence

lim
t!1El tÿ1=2

Z t

0

Lue�x�s�� ds
� �2
" #

� kuek21 :

This limit together with (6.20) concludes the proof of the lemma. (

This lemma holds in our setting with the norm de®ned according to
(6.11). The right hand side of (6.12) is equal to limk!0hhw; �kÿ L�ÿ1wii �
hhw; �ÿL�ÿ1wii, which, up to the change of the norm, appears at the right
hand side of the equations after (6.15) and (6.16). Hence we only have to
prove (6.15) or (6.16) (with the correct norm) in order to prove (6.12). The
condition (6.15) is suitable for reversible models and is used extensively in
[KV] for proving central limit theorem of tagged particles. In nonreversible
setting, we have to prove (6.16). But this is the main context Theorem 1.1.
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This concludes the proof of (6.12) and the identi®cation of D�1� and D�2� is
completed.
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